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Abstract— Steganography is a process which can be used for  
concealing information within images in such a way that  viewer 
cannot see hidden information within the object.  Simply, it is 
hiding information in plain sight, such that  the intended re-
cipient would get to see it. In cryptography,  the objective is to 
modify the original message in such a fashion it becomes difficult 
to get to the original message from the modified message. In this 
paper, both techniques are combined and proposed a new tech-
nique for information  security. This technique is used to secure 
information of Patient.

Keywords— LSB insertion technique, RSA Algorithm, Bit Plane 
Slicing.

I. INTRODUCTION
in  new era steganography is a very useful techniques it is 
used to send confidential information within a cover image. 
In medical field Patient Information is very critical and con-
fidential information. If anybody tempered this information 
it leads to delay in treatment of patient. in this paper, a new 
technique is proposed. By using this technique, Patient ‘s data 
(medical images, doctors diagnose) can be hidden in cover 
images. Proposed technique is divided into two parts first one 
is a technique for text hiding and second one is for image hid-
ing under a cover image.

II. METHODS OF STEGANOGARPHY
there are many methods in steganography to hide the secret 
data in cover image like MSB and LSB. in this technique 
we are using LSB technique where secret data embedded in 
cover image LSB bit. LSB bit of cover image of each pixel 
is replaced by the secret data bit and at the receiver site it is 
extracted from the cover image. 

LSB technique is very easy to implement and it is used for 
text hiding. for image hiding, Bit plane slicing technique is 
used. in Bit plane slicing image pixels of secret image is di-
vided in to 8 planes (LSB to MSB plane). then Bit planes are 
embedded in cover image.

III. PROPOSED TECHNIqUE
in the proposed method, combination of Steganography and 

cryptography is used to send the   secret data of a patient So 
that its confidentiality and secrecy can be maintained. Patient 
data can be comprise of his profile, prescription and some 
medical image like Xray, Sonography .in the proposed al-
gorithm there are two algorithm one for text hiding for pa-
tient profile and prescription and another for image hiding for 
medical images. 

A. Text Hiding
for text hiding LSB steganography is used and for cryptogra-
phy rSa algorithm is used.
1. Start 
2. input: Secret Patient data (prescription for medicine), 

cover image
3  apply rSa algorithm on Secret data and convert it in 

cipher data
4. extract LSB bit of each pixel of cover image.
5. replace LSB of the cover image with each bit of cipher 

data one by one.
6. cover image is known as stego image

figure 1
B.Text Unhiding
1:  read the stego image. 
2:  find out LSB of each pixel of stego image. 
3:  Retrieve bits and find out secret Text.
4. apply decryption algorithm and get original message
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figure. 2

B. Image Hiding
The steps for hiding theconfidential image inside the cover 
image is shown below:
1. read the Secret image, cover image;
2.  resize the images;
3.  apply rSa technique for encryption of secret image.
4.  find out 8 planes of secret image by Bit plane slicing 

method;
 5.  Hide the bit planes into the Cover image to find out ste-

go image;

cover image

Secret image

Stego image
 fig.3

Stego image

cover image

   Secret image
figure 4

IV. CONCLUSION
a secured cryptography and image steganography-based sys-
tem has been proposed for patient secret data. in this work, a 
new way of hiding text as well as a secret image in a cover im-
age have been proposed, make. this technique also uses Bit 
plane slicing of image hiding and LSB technique for text hid-
ing. this method hides image and text in this way that quality 
of cover image will not be decrease and hidden message is not 
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C. Image Unhiding
1. read stego image
2. extract the LSB’s of the cover image pixels to form the 

corresponding bit planes by re-shifting the bit position.
3. adding respective bytes of all bit planes comprise the 

pixels of the original secret image.
4. resizing the decoded image to its original size so that 

the image clarity retains.
5. apply image decryption techniques;
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visible to anyone.  it will be helpful for  doctors and Patients 
for making treatment easy and fast.
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